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Torsdag

Aftale: JA kl.12.00
Åbent: 10-17

Arkitekt Gigon Guyer

Info:

Museum Liner Appenzell
Unterrainstrasse 5
9050 Appenzell

År:
Areal:

1998
1664m2

The museum building, dedicated to the oeuvre of Appenzell artists Carl August Liner and his son Carl
Walter Liner, belongs to the category of the monographic museum. However, the rooms are not designed to house particular paintings by either of these two artists, but rather, are dimensioned to accommodate changing presentations of the work of father and son as well as exhibitions of contemporary
art. The rooms are therefore more general than specific in nature. They are quiet, simple spaces that
seek neither to exaggerate nor to compete with the works of art. They show a minimum of detail, have
bright walls, poured concrete floors, and are illuminated by daylight coming in through windows set in
the gabled roof overhead.
12 connected exhibition spaces, each measuring 30–50 m2, reading and media room, lobby with cloakroom; offices, technical and storage spaces.

Torsdag

Aftale: JA kl.13.30
Vi får rundvisning + intro

Arkitekt Andy Senn

Info:

Indtroduktion af Her Hobi

LANDWIRTSCHAFTLICHES ZENTRUM
Rheinhofstrasse 11
9465 Salez

År:
Areal:

2019
5121 m2

St. Gallen canton decided to replace old buildings and bring together various schools in a new agricultural centre in Salez. The new centre was to include classrooms and dormitory rooms, be sustainable
and meet low-tech requirements. Andy Senn brought the contrasting uses together at a right angle,
forming an open courtyard with the existing buildings. The two-storey school and the three-storey residential wings are connected by a mezzanine floor.
Following an extensive evaluation, the new centre was constructed in timber. Only the piles, basement,
plinth and ground floor slab are made of in-situ cast concrete. Despite a length of over 100 metres, the
new building is not monotonous: the rigid structure of timber construction is subtly interrupted by outdoor galleries, which shade the southern facade, and by the rhythm of windows and closed areas. Inside, the 2.14-metre column grid is broken up in several ways: at the entrance by an open staircase, the
refectory area and a terrace, some of which extends over two storeys and is carved into the building;
and in the long corridors by the changing position and colorful nature of the doors. ln the 4.5-metrehigh classrooms, high window bands on the facades and in the corridor provide ample light, despite
the fact that the window area is limited to 30 percent of the facade for environmental reasons.

Torsdag

Aftale: JA kl.15.30
Åbent: 09.00-20.00

Arkitekt Innauer Matt Architekten

Info:

Det er muligt at bade

STRANDBAD LOCHAU
Lindauer Str. 1
6911 Lochau

År:
Areal:

2020
451 m2

In the spatial field between the jetty and new mouth of the Kugelbeerbach brook in the Austrian municipality of Lochau at the Lake of Constance sits the flat, one-story building, right between lake and landscape. Rest and activity zones are kept close to the building, leaving generous areas for bathers. Long
boundary walls along the cycle path give structure to the surrounding space, defining a safe, identifiable area for parking bikes and guiding visitors to the widely roofed entrance area.
Direct and Simple. Subtle, delicate architectural features and the direct expression of construction and
materiality shape the new building’s character. The accompanying wall panels along the cycle path
provide stability. A simple wooden building is positioned in this frame, its light structure reminiscent of
a summery arbour. The immediacy of expression and its simplicity gives the building a summery, laidback charm. Technical units are positioned on the roof above the respective room units, allowing for
short distances and highly efficient operation. Clad in a galvanized steel mesh, the integrated technical
equipment takes a back seat, clearing the stage for a striking, identifiable, emblematic new orientation
point on the lake.

Torsdag

Aftale: NEJ
Åbent: 10.00 til 20.00

Arkitekt Peter Zumthor

Info:

Dem der vil ind, mødes
kl.17.30 ved indgangen

KUNSTHAUS BREGENZ
Karl-Tizian-Platz
6900 Bregenz

År:

1997

A year after the completion of the Thermas Vals, the renowned minimalist architect, Peter Zumthor has
completed the design of Kunsthaus Bregenz, Bregenz Art Museum.
The contest held in 1989 asking for a conventional provincial gallery. Step by step, the special format
for the Museum became a building of four floors and two underground areas. The exhibition building
and the administration building framing an open square, which is closed to the south by the back wall
of the exhibition hall, opens yet another side to the city. This square connects the Kunsthaus with the
life of the city of Bregenz and is used in many ways. The cafe tables and chairs placed outdoors during the warmer seasons and often exhibits include outdoor events.

Torsdag

Aftale: NEJ
Åbent: 10.00 - 20.00

Arkitekt Cukrowicz Nachbaur

Info:

På egen hånd

STATE MUSEUM VORARLBERG
Kornmarktpl. 1
6900 Bregenz

År:

2013

The project’s site is characterised by the open landscape of Lake Constance and the compact urban
structure of Bregenz. Between the closed block structure of the city and the lake there is an insular lot
with solitary buildings of special functions. The voids between the buildings lead to beautiful lines of
sight from the city towards Lake Constance. The design of the new State Museum is developed structurally out of these circumstances, adding a solitary new building at the western end of the row of landmark detached buildings.
The concept for the new building itself is based on the principal of architectural continuity. The listed
building, which formerly housed the local administration, has been almost completely preserved and
integrated into the new structure. Two levels have been added to the historic structure and directly adjacent to it a new five-storey building has been erected. The existing structure, the two added levels
and the new construction are combined in a unified new form characterised by a clear and compact
plan.
A new urban situation is created by leaving the site’s sharply-angled south-western boundary unbuilt,
instead aligning the facade along it to form a gentle angle at the junction of the existing and new building. The closed block urban structure is thereby transformed into a solitary detached building. The
different stages in the building’s history are rendered visible through varying façade composition and
surface textures. Homogenous colouring unites the different exteriors to an overall ensemble. Through
its elevated height and its new colouring the museum exerts a strong presence across its urban context and Lake Constance.

Torsdag

Aftale: NEJ

Arkitekt Bernardo Bader

Info:
Vi kan ikke desværre ikke
komme ind, men er velkomne til at
komme forbi og kigge ind af vinduerne, de er underrettet

Klostergasse STUDIO
Klostergasse 9, 6900
Bregenz, Østrig

År:

2018

Text description provided by the architects. After having worked in an old workshop for fifteen years in
Dornbirn, I overcame my inner resistance and built a studio for myself and my staff. On more than one
occasion during my walks through Bregenz, I noticed near the train station a small derelict building
plot with a transformer station that was no longer in operation. With a bit of luck, we were able to purchase the small plot inside the city center, perhaps also because it wasn’t particularly appealing to investors due to the small size and because underground parking was not an option.
What finally emerged was determined by what could be accommodated. Those who remember the
abandoned corner and the electricity building won’t be able to believe their eyes. In an almost surreal
manner, a very striking, elongated dark structure sits right on the Klostergasse, as if it had accidentally
popped from the realm of pure geometry into an incomplete world. The large scales of the district administrative office and the provincial police headquarters in the foreground, and the surrounding residential buildings of the 1960s and 1970s, bring out the contrast even more.

Torsdag

Aftale: NEJ
Åbent:

Arkitekt Bernardo Bader

Info:

På egen hånd (vis hensyn)

HAUS IM BÄUMLE
Klostergasse 9
6900 Bregenz

År:
Areal:

2016
200 m²

In a very narrow assembled building plot the house tries to formulate its architectural idea from the barriers and disadvantages of the split. Only by the self-conscious positioning to the access road in the
south and the distance indulgence granted by a neighbor, the densification of the plot was ever possible. On this strip of land which is steeply sloping north to the Lohbach (small stream), from then on an
elongated rectangular blank develops over 3 stories vertically into the air.

Fredag

Aftale: JA
Åbent: For os

Arkitekt Bernado Bader

Info:

Husk at tage ’blå futter’ på

Kapelle Salgenreute
Salgenreute 116
6942 Krumbach

År:
Areal:

2017
40 m2

The Salgenreute Chapel is located on an alpine conglomerate near Krumbach. The old chapel could
no longer be restored, though it was not the aim to completely redo the existing structure. The chapel
is a free-standing building displaying expressive architecture. It was the result of a creative process of
planning and construction, characterized by an outstanding collaboration. In a concerted effort of several years of jointly planning and building, an exemplary project created by the inhabitants and craftsmen emerged. Only when more than a hundred people see their work time and organizational skills as
quality and added value of “doing”, can this bring about the opportunity to realize such a project and
help fund it.
The chapel is built of wood and stone. The sunlight will turn it dark over time, black on the south-side and silver-gray on the north side, much like old farmhouses. The basic shape harks back to the
existing 200-year-old chapel and includes a main aisle as well as an apse. The shape of the space is
new – a steep rising spatial fold made out of wood, cantilevered above the ground. It generates appeal without the traditional tower top via its significance and symbolic value to the place and the overall
theme.
The foundation of limestone from Alberschwende was placed as a dry-stone wall, while the walls and
ceilings above feature hand-sawn larch shingles to protect against the elements. The recessed entrance creates a protective porch. The wrought brass door leads into the building interior, which is characterized by both an air of solemnness and striking simplicity. Twelve frames, which prevent the folded
cross-laminated timber structure from bending out of shape, accentuate the height variations. The wall
paneling, floors and simple pews are of untreated fir.
The sidelight – entering through the apse glazing – makes the white stained, rough-sawn wood paneling in the altar area appear like a white textile covering. The statue of the mother God, which originates
from the existing building, is not centrally arranged like in traditional concept, but is on the side. This
leaves an unobstructed view straight ahead through the apse and draws the eyes out onto the natural
landscape. Whoever enters the chapel leaves solid ground and proceeds on a reflective journey.

Fredag

Aftale: JA

Arkitekt Bernardo Bader + Betcher

Info:

PFARRHAUS KRUMBACH
Dorf 2
6942 Krumbach

År:
Areal:

2014
1130 m²

For over ten years the municipality of Krumbach pursued a very committed construction program,
which essentially concerned the structural development of the village center. The rectory is seen as a
preliminary ‘milestone’ in this process. In its function as a cultural and multipurpose building, the rectory plays an important role in Krumbach’s public life, reinforced by its spatial presence in the in the village square. Inside the building, a parish hall (small village hall), the parish office with rectory as well as
a library and the rehearsal room for the music club and choir. The diverse range of uses provides additional vitalization and attractiveness for Krumbach’s village center.
The Rectory is a socially sustainable building, demonstrating a well-considered intervention led by a
small community’s effort to provide a form of infrastructure to its citizens that best supports and promotes a lively village life.

Fredag

Aftale: JA
Vi får serveret en let frokost i cafeen

Arkitekt Peter Zumthor

Info:

Entre til museet er inkl.

WERKRAUM BREGENZERWALD
Hof 800
6866 Andelsbuch

År:

2012

Zumthor has a long-standing relationship with Werkraum, the crafts and trade association in Austria’s
leafy Bregenzwald region. The association counts 80 makers, builders and artisans - from brick-workers, upholsterers and painters, to cabinet-makers, metal workers, cobblers, carpenters and floor-layers - in its membership register.
Zumthor’s contact with Werkraum started in the early 1990s, while he was working on the Kunsthaus in
nearby Bregenz. ’Ever since that, he kept in touch with our craftspeople’, recalls Werkraum CEO Renate Breuss. ’As a trained cabinet maker himself he was so moved by the passion and ideas behind our
association that he offered to design the building in 2008.’
The timber and concrete building combines a contemporary, minimalist design with the area’s centuries-old local traditions. The relatively modestly-shaped low structure features a striking, large wooden
roof and generous, glass-enclosed exhibition spaces. Equipped with offices, seminar and meeting rooms and display areas, it was designed in painstaking detail to provide a much needed space for the
association’s activities and also to act as a platform for promoting the work and value of local crafts.

Fredag

Aftale: JA
Rundvisning ved Judith Wellmann,
arkitekt fra Bernardo Bader

Arkitekt Bernardo Bader

Info: Børnehave - vis hensyn

KINDERGARTEN AM SCHLATT
Birkenweg 6
6890 Lustenau

År:
Areal:

2019
955 m²

The new kindergarten wing starts at the northern flight of the existing building by Burkhalter-Sumi Architects and continues it as a single-storey structure. This creates a generous arrival side as the first
meeting room. The low-lying windows of the access areas create an atmospheric relationship between
the interior and exterior. The three new groups are located along the spacious, polyvalently playable
corridor, and it is closed off by the movement area. At the beginning of this sequence of rooms, the dining room, together with the administration rooms, is directed towards the newly created, courtyard-like outdoor area and forms the social center of the kindergarten.
The heart of each group is an individually playable outside room at the transition to the garden, around
which the group and alternative room are arranged to form a coherent functional unit. This additional
living room and play room can be shaded as an atmospherically appealing space vessel by means of
a horizontal awning. While the corridors and side zones are based on the existing room height, the significant elevation of the group and outside rooms creates a new spatial quality.

Fredag

Aftale: JA kl.16.15
Linard Bardill - som galleriet er bygget
til - giver os en introdukton, og vi kan
komme ind.

Arkitekt Valerio Olgiati
ATELIER BARDILL
Sumvitg 38
7412 Scharans

År:
Areal:

2007
285 m²

The Atelierhouse Bardill replaces an old barn in the protected centre of the village Scharans. The building permission was granted by the local authorities only under the condition that the new building
would have exactly the same volume as the old barn.
The client, Linard Bardill, who lives in a house a very short walking distance away from the site, needed
only one single space, a room to work in. This working space occupies not even a third of the stipulated volume. The rest of it constitutes a courtyard that is monumentalized by a huge round opening to
the sky. This is where the house expresses greatness and clearness in contrast to the arbitrary geometry of its external appearance and to the small-scale environment of the village.

Lørdag

Aftale: JA
Åbent: Efter aftale

Arkitekt Gion Antoni Caminada
MEHRZWECKHALLE
Plaz Scola 80A-B
7149 Vrin

Info: Vi mødes med Anne-Louise Jöel,
dansk kvinde bosat i området - hun lukker os ind
År:

1995

The multi-purpose hall in Vrin, which is considered one of the most famous works of the local architect
Gion A. Caminada, was created in close collaboration with the civil engineer Jürg Conzett. In the 1980s
and 1990s several renewals and extensions of schools were created in many remote villages of the
Grisons. The multi-purpose hall in Vrin is not the only case in which the architect was able to achieve
national recognition by such a renewal.
The use of wood as a building material was a logical decision, since the municipality of Vrin has ample stocks of fir wood. In addition to the advantage of local value benefit, the timber construction also
blends in with the local building tradition. The outer shell of the wooden structure is clad with shingles,
which have assumed a pleasant patina over the years due to the weather. Only the white wooden box
windows, which stand out clearly in contrast to the facade, interrupt the homogeneous shell. Extraordinary in this timber construction are in particular the large spans, which were to be bridged in favor
of the multi-purpose hall. In this respect, the influence of the civil engineer Jürg Conzett was of great
importance, because the novel roof construction in wood is due to his ingenuity. The result is a binder
construction as an under-stretched system. Five laminated wooden slats of 24 mm thickness serve as
tie rods. At the supports, the layered boards are separated into individual lamellas and make the construction obvious. This construction method makes the entire roof space visible, and contributes significantly to the generous spatial effect.

Lørdag

Arkitekt Gion Antoni Caminada
MULTIPURPOSE HALL - SPÆR

Lørdag

Aftale: JA/NEJ
Åbent: - vi kan få en nøgle i postkassen
ved kirken

Arkitekt Gion Antoni Caminada

Info:

STIVA DA MORTS
Sut Vitg 53A
7149 Vrin

År:
Areal:

2002

The community mortuary building offers a special place for the rites of transition that occur before the
funeral itself, one that symbolically, physically and in terms of its ambiance lies somewhere between
the everyday life of a village and the sacral grounds of a church and cemetery. In fact, the community mortuary building is located next to the cemetery and is oriented to it, yet is still clearly outside of it.
Like the surrounding residential buildings, it is built of wood and yet it is painted white and almost resembles a church. Its exceptionally powerful corner supports protrude into the space and recall both
the pilaster columns of the church and the projecting walls of local houses. Its rooms emit a warm aura
reminiscent of village parlours, albeit the wood here appears more solid and imposing, and has an
unusual physical presence that conveys a feeling of strength and security. The almost rough-hewn solidity of this ‘Strickbau’ which is visible and palpable also in its interior, is alienated by means of a shellac finish that gives a matt shine to its surfaces, either honey-coloured or golden, depending on the
light. It is true that these lack the deep shine of polished musical instruments yet they nevertheless appear more precious, and have a more intensive gleam than the wooden walls of domestic parlours, the
patina of which is born of many years of use.

Lørdag

Arkitekt Gion A Caminada

Info:
Født: 8. august 1957 (64 år)
Sted: Vrin, Lumnezia

The timber and stone buildings of Gion A Caminada, a cult figure in Swiss architecture.
Hailing from Graubünden, the same Swiss canton as fellow architect Peter Zumthor, Gion A Caminada
has built little outside of his native region and instead focussed much of his life’s work on the village of
Vrin, where he established his studio in the late 1970s. Both the population and the economy of the village were in serious decline, so Caminada set about providing infrastructure that would help it to thrive
again. These projects include the Klosterhof Salaplauna farming facility and the Mehrzweckhalle public
sports hall.
Initally trained as a carpenter and cabinet-maker, the architect also designed a series of houses aimed
at combining traditional constructions with modern detailing. Examples of these include Haus Walpen
in Blatten, Haus Caviezel in Vrin and his own home, Haus Caminada.
”The aspect of my architecture that I am interested in is the discussion with the local tradition,” said
Caminada, who currently works as an architecture professor at ETH Zurich.
”I pose a question to myself what those old architectural systems may give us,” he continued. ”Where
is the substance of those constructions? How can they be transformed for new kinds of use to meet
the requirements of the present time?”
His plannings for Vrin attracted supraregional attention. In this village he got the opportunity to plan
and execute numerous stables, residential buildings and also public buildings. Gion A. Caminada
made a significant contribution to the further development of massiv wooden construction. In his buildings, which unobtrusively integrate into the environment, the user is of central importance. He consciously refuses superficial formal considerations. He distances himself from the architect as an artist as
well as from the architect as a service provider.
Gion A. Caminada considers the process of building as a social endeavor in search of an optimal solution. With his strong commitment to remote mountain areas, he is committed to strengthening the
periphery. Gion A. Caminada has been Assistant Professor at ETH Zurich since 1998, and in 2008 he
became Professor of Architecture and Design at the same school. For his work Gion A. Caminada received various awards and recognitions. Including the award for good buildings in the canton of Grisons, a prize for wooden constructions but also the Prix Meret Oppenheim.
LInk til youtube video om Caminada:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=damU60T2Stw

Lørdag

Aftale: NEJ
Åbent: 10:00 - 20:00

Arkitekt Barozzi Veiga
BÜNDNER MUSEUM
Bahnhofstrasse 35
7000 Chur

År:
Areal:

2016
4000 m2

The extension of Villa Planta, which accommodate the Bündner Kunstmuseum, is an exercise in integration within an urban ensemble. Despite the stringent limitations of the plot, the design strives to minimize
its exterior volume by inverting the programme’s order.
This programmatic reversal consists of situating the exhibition spaces below ground level, in such a
way that the emerging volume, above street level, contains only the public access areas. The volume’s
reduced footprint makes it possible to extend the existing garden and improves the cohesion of the ensemble.
The extension is understood as an autonomous building, even though the design is aimed at reinterpreting those concepts that allow an architectural dialogue as a continuum to be established between
Villa Planta and its extension.
This dialogue between the new and old buildings is based upon the balance that exists between their
classical structures, a clear reference to the Palladian influence in Villa Planta, and to its ornamentation.

Lørdag

Aftale: JA
Åbent: Efter aftale

Arkitekt Peter Zumthor

Info:

Nøgle hentes i turistinformation
(ved togstationen i Chur)

SHELTER FOR ROMAN RUINS
Seilerbahnweg 23
7000 Chur

År:

1986

Protective housing for the remains of the foundations of three Roman Buildings (which one of those
only a corner is visible). This protective casing for the archaeological finds was conceived as a kind of
abstract reconstruction of the Roman volumes: a lightweight framework for walls made of timer lamella
which admit light and air exactly follows the Roman outer walls, thus producing a package-like effect
which give a visible form to location of the Roman buildings in today’s city landscape. The spaces inside the shell refer to Roman interiors.
The treatment of the entrances represents a play on the relationship between history and the present:
the Roman entrances, discernible as projecting sections of wall, are encased in peepshow-like constructions which afford a glimpse into the interior. However, the building is accessed by a modern steel
footbridge which runs the length of the buildings at a raised, a-historical observation level. The visitor
walks along a path through dark connecting tunnels from one spatial unit to another, and down some
steps to the excavation level, the Roman soil. The Roman walls are backed by black cloths, and mellow zenithal light enters through black skylights. Inside the building, the sounds of the town penetrate
the lamella structure of the walls. Enclosed in historical space, one senses the sounds of the 20th century city, the position of the sun, and the breath of the wind.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zQbrQunAWTs

Lørdag

Aftale: NEJ

Arkitekt Peter Zumthor

Info:

Vis hensyn - de arbejder...

ATELIER PETER ZUMTHOR
Süesswinggel 20
7023 Haldenstein

År:

2016

I am impressed by the natural, self-evident presence of an ensemble that rings true, a milieu or a room
that fits. Did the harmony between the work of nature and the work of man, the interplay between density, lightness and void, between sounds and smells, light and shade, materials and forms occur naturally or was it carefully composed? The casual passer-by, inhabitant or stroller, who could be me, is
not concerned with such questions. He is concerned with houses and spaces that fit, that blend with
their surroundings and are attuned to their use. He is concerned with places and houses that make
him feel at home, that leave him free to live in peace while giving him inconspicuous support, that
make him look good, and that charm him with unexpected attributes.
I like the idea that the house I build contributes to the atmospheric density of a place, a place which its
inhabitants and passers-by will remember with pleasure.

Lørdag

Aftale: NEJ
Åbent: Foyer skulle være åben lørdag

Arkitekt Shigeru Ban

Info:

TAMEDIA OFFICE BUILDING
Werdstrasse 21
8004 Zürich

År:
Areal:

2013
10120 m²

På vej til restauranten kan man med fordel stikke hovedet indenfor i Tamedia Office building tegnet af
Shigeru Ban:
The timber main structural system is in great extent the most significant innovation of the project. From
a technical and environmental point of view the proposed this timber structure is a unique response to
this type of office building and the fact that the structural elements are entirely visible also gives a very
special character and high quality spatiality to the working atmosphere.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: JA

Arkitekt EM2N

Info:

REFURBISHMENT
TONI
AREAL
VIADUCT ARCHES
Industriequartier Hard
Viaduktstrasse
Foerrlibuck
8005
ZürichStreet 109					
8005 Zurich

År:
År:		2014
2010
Areal: 9008
108,000
m2 m 2
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Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: Man kan komme ind

Arkitekt EM2N

Info:

TONI AREAL
Industriequartier Hard
Foerrlibuck Street 109
8005 Zurich

År:
Areal:

2014
108,000 m2

On the Toni-Areal a former milk-processing factory is to be transformed into a platform for education,
culture and living. Within the urban development of the district and within the transition of Switzerland’s
university landscape the Toni-Areal represents a central building block. We assume that this is primarily
an urban planning and a programmatic problem. Our design proposes tackling this sizable project – a
built structure almost the size of an entire neighbourhood – with a kind of inner urbanism. On the outside the existing system of ramps is read as a vertical boulevard and reinterpreted as the main circulation. Inside, inner addresses are created that locate individual functions like buildings in the city. To
create an open framework we work with different degrees of precision, scales and tonalities and with a
range extending from huge public spaces to intimate private ones. The building as city, the city as building.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: nej

Arkitekt Baumann Roserens

Info:

SCHOOL PFINGSTWEID
Pfingstweidstrasse 61
8005 Zürich

År:
Areal:

2019

The Pfingstweid school building has been doubly thought through in terms of materials and urban orientation. Its street-facing side is clad in an aluminium post-and-beam façade, and its southern side is
dominated by abundant use of larch wood.
Classrooms, noise-sensitive rooms and the quadrangle face the park, while passageways and indirect air ventilation ducts facing Pfingstweidstrasse act as buffers. Both the front and street-facing side of
the 100-m-long slightly curved building pick up on the materials used in the surrounding industrial buildings, with gold-anodised window profiles specifically contrasting against the aluminium façade finished in a warm Colinal shade.
The building has a different look facing Pfingstweidpark. Its façade here consists of two superposed
loggias clad in larch wood. On the ground floor, the expansive glazing made from anodised aluminium
in BWB-Argentan acts as a connective element between the two façades. In sum: an exciting application of materials and orientation.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: JA

Arkitekt EM2N

Info:

REFURBISHMENT VIADUCT ARCHES
Viaduktstrasse
8005 Zürich

År:
Areal:

2010
9008 m2

The viaduct is more than just a bridge. Like a mountain chain erected by human hand it appears in the
town with a scale derived from the landscape and topography.
The infrastructure element, originally used as a railway line, is to form a linear park that will be part of a
culture, work and leisure mile. This reprogramming of the viaduct initiates two decisive urban impulses:
a spatial barrier becomes a linking structure, and the outdoor spaces bordering it are upgraded.
The characteristic Cyclopean masonry forms the central atmospheric element. The new structures are
deliberately restrained so as to emphasise the existing arches.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: NEJ

Arkitekt Caruso St John

Info:

ST JAKOB FOUNDATION
Viaduktstrasse 20
8005 Zürich

År:
Areal:

2018
10,900 m²

The St Jakob Foundation provides disabled people with a diverse range of employment opportunities
on their site in Zurich West, ranging from work in the famous St Jakob bakery, to repairs, woodworking
and facilities management. The design gathers these uses into a tall loft-like form that responds to the
context of the other isolated buildings nearby, which stand along a major railway viaduct in this previously industrial area of the city. The building’s compact volume accentuates its object quality, at the
same time as making connections to these industrial structures.
The project is intended to have the qualities of a working building; open, robust and with large
windows that allow light to penetrate the deep floors. Part palazzo, part warehouse, the front façade
is clad in precast concrete plates that stretch from floor to floor, with a cast relief of scallop shells, the
symbol of St Jakob. In these ways the building shares some qualities with the cast-iron buildings of
downtown New York. While gentrification has started to break this part of the city’s relationship with its
industrial past, the form and the programme of the Foundation’s new building goes some way towards
bridging these two worlds.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: ja

Arkitekt Barozzi Veiga

Info:

TANZHAUS
Wasserwerkstrasse 127a
8037 Zürich

År:
Areal:

2019
1500 m²

The project seeks to reactivate the promenade along the Limmat River, transforming and redefining the
current residential conditions of its location. In this way, the building is defined as a simple and tiered
volume. An element that enables a new public space to be generated on its roof and that connects the
existing itineraries at different levels that intertwine along its bank.
The building resolves the relationship with its surroundings through the definition of its main façade.
Composed through the repetition of a singular element, that enables the building to be integrated into
the Limmat’s urban environment, the triangular openings characterize the main interior spaces of the
building, and singularize its visual impact through the vegetation along the riverside, providing the
Dance school with a distinctive identity.
The programme is clearly organized across two levels, separating private uses on the upper level
from public uses on the lower one. This division permits, firstly, different accesses, which activate the
circulation around the building, and secondly, work with different scales on the two levels, reinforcing
the building’s public nature at the level in direct contact with the Limmat.

Søndag

Archiwalk
Åbent: ja

Arkitekt Barozzi
Christ Gantenbein
Veiga

Info:

TANZHAUS
LANDESMUSEUM
Museumstrasse 2 127a
Wasserwerkstrasse
8001 Zürich
8037

År:		2016
År:
2019
Areal: 7400
1500 m²

The design creates unity between old and new through the reinterpretation of existing architectural motifs:
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the Limmat’s urban environment, the triangular openings characterize the main interior spaces of the
building, and singularize its visual impact through the vegetation along the riverside, providing the
Dance school with a distinctive identity.
The programme is clearly organized across two levels, separating private uses on the upper level
from public uses on the lower one. This division permits, firstly, different accesses, which activate the
circulation around the building, and secondly, work with different scales on the two levels, reinforcing
the building’s public nature at the level in direct contact with the Limmat.

Søndag

Åbent: _ ja

Arkitekt David Chipperfield Architects

Info:

Kunsthaus Zürich
Heimpl. 1, Schweiz
8001 Zürich

År:		xxx
Areal:

Ubisque qua rei fachuiu ribunum patus, morum quo comantrum me etium serum aus es aude ac teret;
no. Verist L. Ful hum tat. Simmorum que menat.
Quis tam hales esicut etis imis, quo vasdaci inatquam, sicto adducionsuam temporte nonsti, nonum noverit, consunte, publicu lvive, quid cri stratussil tabis converf ecernim pra in horei senam rem
inatquam dent, pariciis consimus veriorae atur ure nos iam quisquo conscem patum labem, constem
endaciora dum hos, ne omnit. Sciptis norusquidit, nos etilis, sedo, quostia ecerum id deortanum it, Patarte benarturac renaribus maiorunum crum, C. Publius et novica; Catiaequit.
Ali fur, omaiors Mulic retilicae perfeci endient vehem sermantrum huit, Catatus.

Arkitekt David Chipperfield Architects
Kunsthaus Zürich
Heimpl. 1, Schweiz
8001 Zürich

Åbent: _ ja

Søndag

Åbent: _nej

Arkitekt David Chipperfield Architects, GIGON / GUYER Architects, Max Dudler
EUROPAALLEE, Lagerstraße
Europaallee, Baufeld A,B;C
Zürich
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Arkitekt Max Dudler

Arkitekt Max Dudler

PÄDAGOGISCHE
HOCHSCHULE
Lagerstraße
CH-8090 Zürich

PÄDAGOGISCHE
HOCHSCHULE
Lagerstraße
CH-8090 Zürich

3
Arkitekt
David Chipperfield
Architects
EUROPAALLEE
Europaallee,
CH-8090 Zürich

4
Arkitekt Max Dudler
EUROPAALLEE 21
Europaallee,
CH-8090 Zürich

5

6

Arkitekt
GIGON / GUYER
ARCHITECTS

Arkitekt
Max Dudler

LAGERSTR. HOUSE
Lagerstraße
CH-8090 Zürich

EUROPAALLEE 21
Europaallee,
CH-8090 Zürich

Søndag

Åbent: _ ja

Arkitekt Santiago Calatrava

Info:

Law Library, University of Zurich
Rämistrasse 74
8001 Zürich

År:		2004
Areal:_

Søndag

Åbent: _ja

Arkitekt Gigon/Guyer Architects

Info:

Kunsthalle Zürich, Löwenbräu
Limmatstrasse 268, & 270
8005 Zürich, Schweiz

År:		2012
Areal:

The history of the Löwenbräu complex, a former brewery, is one of frequent remodeling, adding on,
and replacing parts of the existing buildings, whereby the change of use from a brewery to an art exhibition and gallery complex in the 1990s marked the crucial turning point. The new project is based on
this most recent, successful conversion, while enhancing the variety of uses for this complex with new
residential, office, and exhibition spaces. The preservation of the original historical building is an important step toward maintaining the identity of the former industrial district, rendering an important chapter
in the city’s history visible.

Søndag

Åbent: _

Arkitekt Spillmann Echsle Architekten

Info:

Freitag Turm
Adresse
xxxx by

År:		xxx
Areal:

Søndag

			

Arkitekt Raderschall AG,
Burckhardt + Partner AG
MFO Park
MFO Park, 8050
Zürich

År:		2002
Areal: 25.000m2

Arkitekt Le Corbusier
Pavilion Le Corbusier
Höschgasse 8, 8008
Zürich
Arkitekt Christian Kerez
Leutschenbach School
Adresse
ZÜRICH

År:		1967
Areal: _

Arkitekt EM2N
Theater 11
Adresse
Thurgauerstrasse 7
8050 Zurich

År:		2006
Areal: 9188 m2

Arkitekt EM2N
Heuried Sports Centre
Adresse
Zürich
Arkitekt Max Dudler
HOCHHAUSENSEMBLE
HAGENHOLZSTRASS
Hagenholzstraße/
Andreasstraße/
Thurgauerstraße, Zürich

År:		2013
Areal: 97.600 m²

Arkitekt Wiel Aretsarchitects
Europaallee ‘Site D’
Europaallee, Baufeld D
Zürich

År:		2020
Areal: 25.000m2

